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It is shown that the width of the transition region for Bose condensation of an ideal Bose gas is of the 
order Tc~112, where Tc is the condensation temperature and N is the total particle number. If the 
volume has a pronounced anisotropic shape the width of the transition region increases and becomes 
of the order T~L1(T0L2L3n 113r\ where T0 is the infinite-volume condensation temperature, n is the 
particle density and L1 , L2 , L3 are the linear dimensions, L 1 >> L2, L 3 • A method is proposed for the 
determination of the form of the transition. It is shown that the quantity (l:lp/l:lV}T due to the surface 
can be positive in the equilibrium state. 

IT is known (cf. e.g. [11 ) that the free energy F of an 
ideal Bose gas is 

{1} 

where T is the temperature, Ek are the energy levels 
and J.l is the chemical potential, defined for given par
ticle number N by 

( 
fk- f.l )-I 

N= ~ 1-exp---
• T 

(2} 

However, in the immediate neighborhood of the Bose 
condensation at the point T0, where (apjaV)T ~ 0 and 
the particle number fluctuations tend to infinity as 
{l:lp/l:lV}~/2, it is no longer legitimate to use Eq. (2}, and 
the chemical potential vanishes and stops being a well
defined thermodynamic quantity. This can be seen from 
the fact that according to the definition of the thermody
namic potential 

(3} 

(2) is also a consequence of the fact that in (3) only val
ues N ~ N are essential and the method of steepest de
scent is applicable, whereas near T = T 0 the use of the 
"steepest-descent" formula turns out to be not valid. 
(This can be seen directly computing according to (1) 
and (2) (i.e., separating the first term, substituting in 
the others an integration for the summation, etc.) and 
comparing it with the correct result, to be obtained 
below.) Therefore, for T ~ T0, one should start directly 
from the equation for F: 

e-F/T = S exp( -T-1 S n,e,). (4) 
I.nk=N k 

We shall consider that the states are enumerated in 
the order of increasing energy. It is then clear that for 
some sufficiently large k0 the sum over k can be termi
nated (when k > k0 all nk can be considered equal to 
zero, since the occupation probability of these states is 
exponentially small and their contribution to F is of the 
order exp (-Ek0 /T), which for sufficiently large k0 be
comes arbitrarily small}. Then the sum (4} can be re
written as 
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"' 2n 

e-FIT = .~ 2~ S exp (iNx- ix 2; n,) exp (- ~ n~e•) dx 
nk=O · 0 h. h 

2n 

=~} eiNxaxTI r 1-exp( -ix-~)]-1 
2n 0 • • T 

(5} 

Considering that the energy levels are nondegenerate 
{for the case of a box-potential this implies that the 
areas of the walls are not commensurable; it is clear 
that such an assumption has no effect on the results) 
and thus the poles in (5) are simple, we find 

~ [ Ne,. ~ ( ea.- Bk )] F = -T ln L.J exp - T- L.J ln 1- ex p--T-
a h*~ 

[ N ea. ~ I ea - e'l ] =-Tln~(-1)"exp -T-LJ1n 1-exp--T-
a k*a 

~ ( F1 (ea.)) == -TlnL.J (-1)"exp ---T- . (6} 
a 

If the product in (5} were infinite, one would have to 
prove in addition that the point z = 0 does not contribute 
to the integral; the truncation1 > of the sum over kin (4) 
saves us the trouble of carrying through this (not too 
difficult} proof. 

One can see that the essential contribution to the sum 
(6} near the transition temperature {cf. infra) comes 
from E Ql << T. This means that one can select an m such 
that E Ql << Em « T, and transform F 1 ( E Ql) in the first 
approximation (the accent denotes the omission of the 
term with k = Ql): 

N Ba a-l ( fa - Bk ) 
T-'F!(ea)-r=S ln exp--T--1 

k=O 

00 
( ea- Bk) ~' I fa- Bk I + ~ ln 1- exp--1'- = L.J ln -T--

h=o>-J-1 h=O 

~' I fa.- Bh I oo [ 1 e, )] = LJ ]n -y- + S ln 1 - exp, - T, 
k=O k=m+t 

1l I am indebted to A. P. Kazantsev for proposing such a "trunca
tion". 
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e ~ [ ( eh ) J-1 - ; ~ exp + T - 1 . 
k=m+1 

oo oo m 
Writing L) as L) - L) and expanding the terms 

k=m + 1 k=O k=O 
of the second sum with respect to Ek/T « 1, we obtain 

F!(eu.)-Neu.;;::;; F0 (T) + N-No(T)eu.+ .:£'[In ,1_:::_, + eu.J 
T T T •~1 e, e, 

so that 

F!(eu.)= F0(T)+(N- No(T) )eu. + i (In I 1-~~ + ~ ), (7) 
k~l e, e, 

where 

Fo(T)=T~[t-exp(- ~)], 
k=1 

No(T) = ~ [ exp ~ -1 r. 
k=1 

(8) 

Comparing (6), (7), and (8) one can see that everything 
is determined by the quantity 

• N-No(T) ( ) N(el-eo) 
~ = T El- eo - To "t, 

No(To) = N, "t = (To-T) /To. 

(Eo is the ground state energy). 

(9) 

(10) 

Not too close to the phase transition point T 0 , when 
~ » 1, only the first term is important in the sum (6), 
and 

"" [ e;- eo J F(T):=:::;F!(eo)=Neo+T~In -T--1. 
k=i 

(11) 

(We stress that this result does not coincide with the 
result which follows from Eqs. (1) and (2).) For -~ » 1 
the free energy can be computed making use of Eq. (5) 
and in the definition of the integral considering the ex
terior of the unit circle, using the method of steepest 
descent to compute it. It is easy to see that this method 
of calculation is equivalent to the use of Eqs. (1) and (2). 

In the region ~ ~ 1 it can be seen from (6) that the 
free energy varies rapidly with temperature; the char
acteristic interval T is defined by (9) and obviously de
pends essentially on the shape of the volume, particu
larly on its anisotropy. For the case of a volume the 
dimensions of which are of the same order in all direc
tions, a substantial change occurs in a region T ~ ~113 , 
where there is a jump in the derivative of the heat ca
pacity. Such a width of the transition region is caused, 
as for all transitions, by the finiteness of the particle 
number, i.e., by surface effects, for which the relative 
contribution is exactly of the order ~1/ 3 . 

The anisotropy widens the transition region, lower
ing E1- Eo which is of course determined by the largest 
dimension and leads to the estimate given in the ab
stract. As is clear from (10), (8) there exist several 
"transition temperatures," corresponding to the con
densation of bosons with quantum numbers correspond
ing to the different linear dimensions. Thus for a po
tential box with L1 » L2 » L3 and 

we get first a condensation into the state with n3 = 1, 
then with n2 = 1, and finally, with n1 = 1. (This fact was 
first pointed out by Sonin [2J.) 

Equations (10) and (8) allow us, naturally, to compute 
the dependence of the condensation temperature on the 
linear dimensions of a strongly anisotropic system. In 
the different limiting cases such a problem has been in
vestigated in detail in a series of papers. [3J The start
ing point of these papers were essentially Eqs. (1) and 
(2). For the determination of the transition temperature 
up to terms of the order of the width of the transition 
region (but only with this accuracy!) Eqs. (1) and (2) 
are applicable. This is clear both from the preceding 
consideration, and from the fact that the average occu
pation numbers are by definition 

F-E o oF 
i'ik= ~ nhexp--=-TeF/T- ~ e-E/F=-. (12) 

~n -c.; T oe, ~n ~N oe, 
j-. ) 

Substituting into (12) the expression F(T) from (11) we 
find 

( e;- eo )-I 
nh = exp-T--1 , k of= 0; no=N-~ n,. (13) 

k=i 

It is easy to see that in the "quasi-two-dimensional" 
case (L1 » L2 ~ L3, n is the boson density) the Bose 
condensation temperature is 

a -1, (14) 

and in the "quasi -one-dimensional" case 

T L ) - Tc ( 00 ) b 1 
c ( 2 - 1 + bn-'io£1'1,/£. - . (15) 

In conclusion we call attention to one peculiar cir
cumstance. It is well known that a condition for ther
modynamic equilibrium (albeit a metastable one) is the 
negative character of (apjaV)T; a state with (apjaV)T 
> 0 is absolutely unstable with respect to phase sepa
ration. However, if (apjaV)T > 0 as a consequence of 
level quantization (owing to the presence of a surface) 
the phase separation cannot change anything. Moreover, 
under these circumstances (apjaV)T is not a single
valued quantity and depends on the mode in which the 
surface area varies when the volume changes. It is 
simplest to demonstrate this general feature on the 
example of black-body radiation in a bounded volume 
(L1, L2, L3), when 

F = Q = T ~ In [ 1 - exp (- ~ ) r. 
( op) ( o'F) a•e,;av• 

oV T=-• oV2 T=-~ exp(ek/T)-1 

1 (ae,)2 exp(e,/T) 
+-T~ aTf [exp(e,/T)-1]2 ' 

and if, for instance oL1/L1 = oL2/L2 = oL3/L3, we have 

'( ~1!..) = -6E + 4T8E/oT = 2n2T4 > O. 
av T v• 3 Vn·'c2 
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